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The physics, the problem 
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…
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→ Experimental challenge: the Λ0 baryon has a long lifetime
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80% of the 
tracks hitting 
downstream
detectors

The high track 
combinatorics
doesn’t allow to 
trigger them (HLT1)
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The physics, the problem 
→ Similar problem for any Long Living Particle (LLP): 

Standard (Λ, Ks) and exotic (BSM LLP: axions, inflatons, SUSY, dark matter, Majorana ν, …) 
→ A potential big problem for the HL era in any experiment…  

→ Aiming at particle reconstruction in high density environments:
one of the key ingredients → our computing capabilities
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Particle reconstruction as faster and as efficient as possible
(possibility to be implemented in the HL trigger systems)



1) Reconstruction algorithms

Improve and make faster algorithms:   

e.g: Parameterized Kalman Filter 

- Simple parameterizations for the extrapolation from one detector layer to the next

- Simple parametrizations for the noise added due to multiple scattering

(in development) 

KF expected to be sped up by a 
factor ∼ 5-10  

(empirical)

Computing challenges
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2) Machine learning

Forward tracking: 
for rejection of bad clusters, 
final track selectionRejection of ghost tracks

- Tracking reconstruction: Suppressing noisy hits, making 
clusters, seed making, seed cleaning, pattern recognition, 
track fitting…  

MVA, Deep Machine Learning…  

- Open frameworks (TensorFlow, Keras, Caffe, Theano) 

Creating clusters from pixels

(also used in CMS and ATLAS for jet reconstruction and 
b-tagging) 

NNMLP

Computing challenges
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3) Vectorization and parallelization

Take benefit of advanced vectorization capabilities of new processors (SSE, AVX 2.0… )
Allows the processing of multiple data with a single order
→ Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
(e.g.: matrix calculations for Kalman filters)

[D. Cámpora, LHCb-PROC-2017-041]

Computing challenges
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4) Hardware architectures (GPUs, FPGAs)
- On the market new low-power, flexible and programmable computing platforms 
- Interpreters as HLS (High Level Synthesis) for C/C++ into HDL (Hardware Description    

Language) (eg: OpenCL (Open Computing Language), Vivado HLS…)  
- High parallelism (GPUs)

LHCb

Time to reconstruct the Cherenkov angle  

With FPGA
With GPU

Time for track seeding 

Vivado HSL

Computing challenges
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COMCHA collaboration

WG1// : TRACK

WG2// : CALO

WG3// : RICH 

WG4// : MUONS

WG1⊥ : Algorithms 

WG2 ⊥: Architectures

WG3 ⊥: Machine Learning
[USC?]

[URL, US]

[URL]

[URL, US, IFIC]
[URL, US, IFIC]

[URL, US, IFIC, UB]

[URL, US, IFIC]

Oviedo (CMS) Interested in WG4// and WG3⊥

Physics Working groups: 
Computing Working groups: 

IFIC (ATLAS) Interested in WG1// and WG3⊥

CIEMAT, IFCA (CMS), IFAE (ATLAS) … ?

A proposal for exploring computing developments and synergies between experiments
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COMCHA collaboration

https://indico.ific.uv.es/event/3332/ 10Next COMCHA meeting: Tu. 5th June, 15:00 



Conclusions 
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http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/index.html
→ White paper: A Roadmap for HEP Software and Computing R&D for the 2020s
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.06982
→ Joint WLCG and HSF workshop (Naples, 26-29 March 2018)
https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/overview

• Particle reconstruction in high density environments is a common problem in HEP 

• COMCHA collaboration just created, at national level, aiming to explore computing  
models and share experience between experiments  

• Under the HSF foundation: 

• To find new physics we need new computing paradigms

• If you are interested, just subscribe to the distribution list: 
comcha@pegaso.ific.uv.es (or contact me Arantza.Oyanguren@ific.uv.es)

[ Computing is important not only for reconstruction:  
physics generators, simulations, data storage, analyses… etc …  ]
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